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In the recent years, the Chinese funds industry develops from weakly to 
strongly, the fund industry scope is growing larger and larger, and its influence 
is growing more powerful day by day. The industrial achievements are obvious. 
However, the quantitative increase cannot be simply equaled to the industrial 
development. Some industrial problems have been revealed in recent years. 
“Fund Backstage” has exerted a tremendous influence in October of 2000. This 
matter gives those people who care for the development of fund industry much 
food for thought. Why these problems exposed? How to prevent problems 
similar to this arise? That is just the author’s original intention to write this 
paper.  
By comparing foreign capital market with fund governance structure in 
America, England, Japan and other countries, which are considered as the most 
flourishing fund markets, and by surveying Chinese fund market development in 
recent years, in my opinion, the root of problems mentioned above lies in the 
fund governance structure, which through encouraging and restraining fund 
managers to limit their moral hazard and maintain the interest of the funds 
holders, and make the market bring into play to dominate all the elements of 
governance structure such as restriction, promotion, supervision and valuing. 
This paper was divided into four parts. Part one is a summarization of 
securities investment fund governance structure. Because of asymmetric 
information, the moral hazard, the conflict of interests, the vacancy of 
fund-holders and other reasons, securities investment fund governance structure 
in China is born weak. Part two is a comparison of securities investment fund 
governance structures in foreign countries. By comparing and researching the 
fund governance structures between cooperate fund and contract fund in 
America, England, Japan and other countries, to use their experiences and 
lessons for reference for the development of Chinese fund governance. Part 












in China and an analysis of existing problems. The history of Chinese fund 
industry is not quite so long, there are many practical problems, such as the 
vacancy of fund-holders interests, inefficiency of custodian’s supervision, and 
bad effect of introduction of outside director system and so on. Part four, from 
inter mechanism’s, outer mechanism’s and the third party mechanism’s angles, 
making a choice to perfect Chinese securities investment fund governance 
structure and giving relevant countermeasures. 
During researching, the author followed the following logic order: 
principles arrangement— introduction and comparison of foreign experiences
—perspective of practical situation in domestic market—learning for reference 
and researching—giving suggestions for fund industry development. This paper is 
a pragmatically-inclined research paper. The author has used proof-researching 
method, comparing-researching method, standard-researching method. 
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前  言 
 
1
前  言 
截至 2005 年 3 月 27 日，国内已正式成立和获准设立的基金管理公司
有 54 家，其中合资基金公司 15 家；市场一共发行封闭式基金 54 只，开放
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